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DANGER

Hazardous voltage.
Will cause death or
serious injury.

DFFPED01 / DFFPFD01
DFFPQJ01 / DFFPQJ02

Keep out.
Qualified personnel only.
Disconnect and lock off all
power before working on
this equipment.

Installation Instructions for replacement filler plates for Siemens Lighting Panels.
KIT INCLUDES: Qty. (1) ED Main Filler Plate (p/n: 12-A-1802-01) for DFFPED01 or
Qty. (1) FD Main Filler Plate (p/n: 12-A-1803-01) for DFFPFD01 or
Qty. (1) 3-pole QJ Main Filler Plate (p/n: 12-A-1804-01) for DFFPQJ01 or
Qty. (1) 2-pole QJ Main Filler Plate (p/n: 12-A-1804-02) for DFFPQJ02

1. Lock off ALL power supplying this equipment before
working on it.

DFFPED01

DFFPFD01

2. If the original filler plate is missing, skip to Step 4 through
Step 6, then Step 8 and finish with Step 9. Otherwise,
remove the deadfront, keeping the screws for reassembly later.
3. Remove and discard the old or damaged filler plate from the
deadfront by hooking the filler plate through the filler hole
and pulling it out of the rectangular hole in the deadfront.
4. Inspect the desired location of the new filler plate and orient
the filler plate for proper fit, such that its cut-out will allow for
proper penetration of the breaker beneath it.
5. Facing the front of the deadfront, position the new filler plate
such that the rear of the filler plate meets the rectangular hole.
Start by engaging either pair of hooks on one side of the filler
plate onto the deadfront opening’s sheet metal edge. Next,
gently bend the filler plate just enough to allow the other pair
of hooks to engage the sheet metal edge on the other side.

FRONT VIEWS

DFFPQJ01

DFFPQJ02

6. Review installation to ensure that the back face of the filler
plate is flush with the deadfront. If not, gently tap until it is.
7. Carefully place the deadfront onto its supports to ensure that
the filler plate fits over the breaker properly. If fit is acceptable,
secure the deadfront to the deadfront supports with the screws
removed in Step 2.
8. Ensure that the filler plate prevents access to all live parts
below it. If there is an opening (for example, the DFFPED01
over a 2-pole breaker) use a DFFP1 filler (sold separately)
to fully cover the area.
9. Before energizing the panel, ensure that any barriers and
fillers are in place and secure, that the deadfront is installed,
that the trim is in place, and the door is closed and locked.

VIEW OF DFFPED01
WITH FILLER DFFP1
ADDED FOR A 2-POLE
INSTALLATION

Contact Siemens Sales Office if considering usage in applications other than as shown.
These instructions do not purport to cover all details or variations in equipment, or to provide for every possible contingency to be met in connection with
installation, operation or maintenance. Should further information be desired or should particular problems arise, which are not covered sufficiently for the
purchaser’s purposes, the matter should be referred to the local Siemens sales office. The contents of this Instruction manual shall not become part of or
modify any prior or existing agreement, commitment or relationship. The sales contract contains the entire obligation of Siemens. The warranty contained
in the contract between the parties is the sole warranty of Siemens. Any statements contained herein do not create new warranties or modify the existing
warranty.
Trademarks-Unless otherwise noted, all names identified by ® are registered trademarks of Siemens AG or Siemens Industry, Inc. The remaining trademarks
in this publication may be trademarks whose use by third parties for their own purposes could violate the rights of the owner.
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